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Location OS Parcel 9507 South Of 26 And Adjoining Fewcott Road Fritwell

Proposal Reserved matters application for 19/00616/OUT - seeks approval of all reserved matters
(excluding access as determined at the outline stage), namely, the layout, appearance,
landscaping and scale for the development. Accompanying this reserved matters application
submission is information relation to conditions 1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13 and 17 of
19/00616/OUT

Case Officer James Kirkham  
 

Organisation
Name Anthea Unsworth

Address 28 Fewcott Road,Fritwell,Bicester,OX27 7QA

Type of Comment  Objection

Type neighbour

Comments Objection to the Cala Planning Application 21/02180/REM I wish to object to this new
application from Cala21/02180/REM on several grounds: The most important one is the
ongoing sewage problem in Fritwell . This has been present ever since I've lived here (since
1975!) getting steadily worse as the number of houses rises & the promised improvement
never happens. Sewage has been coming out of the manholes outside peoples' doors for
years - also in Church Lane on occasions Recently we have had round the clock tankers 24/7
to stop flooding of properties in the village - to which there have now been added the houses
in Covert Farm & George & Dragon Close - 15 in total. To add another batch 28 houses to
this problem is in my opinion insane as it is likely to overwhelm the system completely. What
is the legal situation if this happens after all the warnings that have been given? I've been
given to understand that the relevant water authorities cannot be forced to do anything
about it. Until something is done NO MORE BUILDING OF ANY SORT SHOULD BE ALLOWED!
The objections I have made in the past to this proposal still stand - it breaks the conditions
set by Cherwell D C about not extending village boundaries, not building on green land & not
continuing to build in a village with one shop, virtually no public transport, no medical
facilities & no availability of residents finding employment within the village & no means of
accessing entertainment or work or pleasure or further education - (evening classes etc)
outside the village unless you have a car and the car parking situation in the village is a
nightmare already without the lack of enough proposed parking spaces in the new
development. Cherwell lose all credibility when they set conditions & then break them
themselves!! The proposal to use brick is totally out of keeping with the rest of the village -
the other new buildings have had to use local stone in keeping with most of the village.
There is also a blind bend at the entrance to the village at the point of entry by the proposed
development which seems to be disappeared from the maps but makes the road dangerous.
This area is also prone flooding.
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